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Introduction:  Asteroid impacts produce small
particles that contribute to interplanetary dust particles,
micrometeorites and meteors, all of which have the
potential to reach the earth. Impact experiments have
been conducted for several years at the NASA Ames
Vertical Gun Range (AVGR) involving terrestrial and
extraterrestrial samples [1]. Asteroid simulants are
hung inside the gun chamber at AVGR and shot at
speeds around 5 km/sec. While the sample disrupts it
was captured on video, which was later analyzed. After
the disruption stops and all of the particles settle, they
can be collected and the size-frequency distribution
can be found [2]. The analysis of the videos includes
using computer software to find the path of trajectory,
angle of trajectory, and the velocity of any given
particle.
Methods: Videos were taken of each impact using
high-speed cameras that were set up outside the gun
chamber. A vertical camera was pointed straight down,
looking onto the top of the target. A second, horizontal
camera was set up looking straight at the target from
the side, giving a 90-degree angle between the line of
vision and the projectile. Two other cameras were set
at angles around the side of the AVGR gun chamber.
One of the cameras was set at 45 degrees from the
horizontal camera and the other was set at 45 degrees
from the vertical camera. Detectors with foil slides
were set up around the sample. Determination of the
best positioning of these detectors was found by
evaluating the paths of the particles as recorded in the
videos. ImageJ was used to analyze the videos to
determine the trajectory, angle of the trajectory, and
velocity of particles as they break away from the
parent rock. The holes in the foils are measured to
determine mass-frequency distribution of the particles
and remaining debris from the impacted sample is
collected and weighed to extend the mass-frequency
diagram.
Procedure: The high-speed videos were turned into
image frames using online imaging software. ImageJ
was used convert the image frames to stacks of images.
The stack was analyzed using ImageJ by selecting the
first image in the file of frames, the actual frame the
stack should start on and how long the stack should be.
The last two variables were chosen specifically for
each video. The starting frame was chosen at a few
frames before the impact and the ending frame was
chosen when most of the particles had made their
initial impact upon the detectors. A few frames after
impact, the particles began rebounding off other
surfaces inside the chamber, altering the results of
initial trajectory and velocity determinations. The

particles in the selected portion of the image stack
were tracked using ImageJ by marking a specific
particle in each frame with a colored dot. The resulting
trajectory of a specific particle could then be seen by
playing the stack from start to finish. The stack of
images with the tracked particle can also be projected
onto the z-axis so all of the images can be seen at the
same time (Figure 1).
Discussion: The projection shows that the particles in
the test video never began to travel in a parabolic
motion. The particles that hit the detectors travel in a
straight path until they hit the detector. The particles
that do not hit any of the detectors travel in a straight
path until they are no longer in view, although none of
the particles have far to travel before hitting a detector
or going out of view. The detectors were set up
between 49 cm to 53 cm from the target, with an
outlier at 56 cm. This means that none of the particles
had to go very far before hitting a detector. Based on
the size of the vacuum chamber, the maximum
distance a particle could travel is only 1.25 meters
before hitting any other surface.
The videos show that the particles travel in all
directions directly after impact but most particles travel
in the direction of the detectors. This acquiring the
frame rate of the videos, the velocity of specific
particles can be found. This will allow the particles to
be tracked which will allow the impacts to be analyzed
more thoroughly.
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Figure 1: The Zprojection of an impact. The pink line
is one particle on its path to the detector. The slight jog
in the path is because the particle and the detector
stand were the same color.
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